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SAN FRANCISCO EXAMINER

Video art pioneers stuck on pause,
SFMOMA exhibit'
long on pretension,
short on potential
By David Bonetti
EXAMINERART CRITIC

IHE OLD FEAR that video
art was inherently boring,

l technologically absorbed,
slow-witted and slow-moving, even :
ugly, has been put to rest in recent
years. Such artists as

Bill
Viola,

Thierry Kunstler, Chantal Aker-
man, Mary' Lucier, GaM-Hill and
Doug Hall; among others, have
demonstrated that video art can be
as thrilling, beautiful and emotion-
ally .and intellectually satisfying as
painting, -sculpture and photogra-
phy - in ways unique to the medi-
um that the 'traditional arts : are
incapable of,

The work of Sterna and Woody
Vasulka gives fresh ammunition to
Old prejudices. ("Machine Media,"
an exhibition of their work organ-
ized by media arts curator Robert
R. Riley, continues through March
31" at the San Francisco Museumof
Modern Art.)It must behardwork
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like "Matrix" (1970-72), in *hick
banks of television sets arelpro-
grammed with pulsating irriages .
(Perhaps it would be best to visit
the exhibition stoned. I male it a
practice, however, never to smoke
while working.)

"Matrix" was a groundbreaking:
work when conceived, but today,
when phalanxes of video monitors
appear everywhere from bank.
`lobbies to airport terminals to

Warhol drag
star Jackie Curtis' tale'
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imagery, which ranges from ruins
of the Anasazi Indians to radio
telescope towers, stresses that as,
long as humans have inhabited the
landscape, they have made inter-
ventions in it.

"Sterna's images, however, have
little inherent appeal, and you are
reminded of other video artists like
Lucier or photographers such as
Richard Misrach or John Pfahl.,Richard

have dealt with similar issues .
with greater image-making ability.

Steina's juxtaposition of multi-
ple images on a single screen, wash-,
ing across the entire bank of monr-
tors, reveals a frustration with the
medium as she exploits it to the
max. The use of a single, 'changing
image for each screen (as Chantal
Akerman demonstrated so brig-
liantly in "D'Est," in SFMOMA's
inaugural show) is more formally
consistent with the video medium .
Sterna's forced juxtapositions of
images reminded me of Jean .Met-
zinger's half-baked cubism, in'
which he painted juxtaposed
stripes of different realities on a
single canvas rather than represent
a single object from multiple view-
points go a,flat surface.
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Yesterday's Cryptoquip: WHEN YOU PAY FOR
REUPHOLSTERING A SOFA, WILL YOU GET A
RESEAT?

	

,

TheCryptoquip is a substitutioncipherin whichone ,
letter stands for another . Ifyou think that X equals O, it
will equal Othroughout the puzzle. Single letters, short
words and words using an apostrophe give you clues to .
locating vowels. Solution is by trial and error.

Today'sCryptoquip clue: 0 equals B
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